Ground squirrel tail-flag displays alter both predatory strike and ambush site selection behaviours of rattlesnakes
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Many species approach, inspect and signal towards their predators. These behaviours are often interpreted as predator-deterrent signals—honest signals that indicate to a predator that continued hunting is likely to be futile. However, many of these putative predator-deterrent signals are given when no predator is present, and it remains unclear if and why such signals deter predators. We examined the effects of one such signal, the tail-flag display of California ground squirrels, which is frequently given both during and outside direct encounters with northern Pacific rattlesnakes. We video-recorded and quantified the ambush foraging responses of rattlesnakes to tail-flagging displays from ground squirrels. We found that tail-flagging deterred snakes from striking squirrels, most likely by advertising squirrel vigilance (i.e. readiness to dodge a snake strike). We also found that tail-flagging by adult squirrels increased the likelihood that snakes would leave their ambush site, apparently by elevating the vigilance of nearby squirrels which reduces the profitability of the ambush site. Our results provide some of the first empirical evidence of the mechanisms by which a prey display, although frequently given in the absence of a predator, may still deter predators during encounters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When encountering a predator, prey often exhibit conspicuous vocalizations or displays that are thought to deter predator attacks. These predator-deterrent signals can operate through many mechanisms, but they are usually categorized as either quality advertisement (signaller indicates its ability to escape a pursuing predator), predator detection (signaller indicates it has seen an ambush predator) or both [1,2]. Consequently, both predator and prey are thought to benefit from predator-deterrent signals because both parties avoid an energetically costly escalation that was unlikely to be successful. The majority of studies that test for a predator-deterrent function of prey displays use humans as surrogates for natural predators [3–6]. Such studies have yielded valuable insights into prey–predator communication from the perspective of the signaller. However, it is often unknown whether these signals actually influence predator behaviour, as the responses of free-ranging predators go unexamined. Determining whether predators respond to prey signals is critical for establishing a functional relationship between prey and predator behaviour.

The few studies that have examined predator responses to predator-deterrent signals have focused on signals that are displayed primarily during encounters with predators [7–10]. However, several researchers have noted that many putative predator-deterrent signals are also frequently given in the absence of predators [11–15]. Although exhibiting conspicuous signals in the absence of a receiver may seem maladaptive, several plausible explanations for this pattern have been offered, including (i) dishonest predator detection [11]; (ii) deflecting attacks of undetected predators to non-vital body parts, such as a tail [14,15]; or (iii) deterring attacks from undetected predators by honestly advertising vigilance [12,13]. In the last case, predators are thought to be less likely to attack signallers because predators would only be willing to forgo crypsis if such an attack had a high probability of success. Thus, prey deter predators simply by advertising their vigilance towards the possibility of an attack, even if the predator remains undetected. Although past studies have found some support for all of these different functions by examining prey display behaviour towards surrogate predators, none have been able to examine the responses of free-ranging predators to prey signals. Thus, it has been difficult to definitively establish whether prey signals that are frequently displayed when no predator is present actually deter predators during encounters.

Here, we examined the effect of a putative predator-deterrent signal, the tail-flag display of the California ground squirrel (Otospermophilus beecheyi), on the ambush behaviour of free-ranging northern Pacific rattlesnakes (Crotalus oreganus oreganus). When encountering rattlesnakes, both pup (recently weaned) and adult ground squirrels approach, often within striking distance, and invariably tail-flag (wave tail side-to-side) [16–18]. Ground squirrels increase the temperature of their tail...
when tail-flagging towards infrared-sensitive rattlesnakes, but not when tail-flagging towards non-infrared-sensitive gopher snakes [19]. This suggests that tail-flagging serves a specific function for communicating with snake predators. One possible function of the infrared tail-flag signal may be to disrupt the image of squirrels (sensory confusion), making it more difficult for snakes to successfully target the squirrel’s body during a strike. Tail-flagging is also sometimes paired with physical harassment (throwing substrate and biting the snake), and consequently may function to threaten snakes that the signaler will escalate to physical attacks unless they leave the area [16].

However, as is the case with putative predator-deterrent signals in other systems, squirrels also frequently tail-flag when no snake predator is present [20, 21]. These non-snake tail-flags occur at times and places where squirrels are likely to encounter snakes, suggesting that tail-flagging is associated with squirrel vigilance towards undetected snakes. Additionally, tail-flagging by adults (but not pups) in this context increases the vigilance of nearby squirrels [20, 21]. Tail-flagging may function similarly during snake encounters to advertise to nearby squirrels that a snake has been detected. If this was true, we would expect snakes to associate repeated, prolonged tail-flagging from adult squirrels with a reduced probability of encountering squirrels at an ambush site, and consequently leave ambush sites sooner than they normally would. Although dozens of studies have examined ground squirrel tail-flagging behaviour and its effects on conspecifics (reviewed in Owings & Coss [17]), the influence of tail-flagging on the foraging behaviour of free-ranging snakes has not been quantified.

We used natural encounters between ground squirrels and rattlesnakes to test two hypotheses about the function of tail-flagging when ground squirrels confront rattlesnakes. Specifically, we tested whether tail-flagging (i) deters rattlesnakes from striking, and/or (ii) causes rattlesnakes to abandon ambush sites sooner than they normally would. In addition, we explored potential mechanisms that may mediate rattlesnake responses to tail-flagging displays. For strike-deterrence, these mechanisms include: (i) sensory confusion, (ii) predator detection, and (iii) vigilance advertisement. For ambush site abandonment, potential mechanisms include: (i) harassment threat and (ii) reduced hunting success through advertising predator detection to conspecifics. Our study represents the first systematic analysis of how a putative predator-deterrent signal may still influence predator behaviour, even when frequently given in the absence of predators.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study sites

We conducted our study at two field sites, Camp Ohlone and Frog Pond, in Sunol and Ohlone Regional Wildernesses in Alameda County, CA, USA. Camp Ohlone (37°29′9.27″N, 121°44′33.47″W) is composed of riparian woodland interspersed with non-native fruit and nut orchards because of its location at a historic homestead. This field site has been used for several previous studies of snake–squirrel interactions [20–23]. Frog Pond (37°29′58.28″N, 121°46′24.91″W), located approximately 3 km west, consists of cattle grazed grassland and scattered oak woodland. We chose these sites because of their high densities of both northern Pacific rattlesnakes and California ground squirrels. We conducted our research between 18 April and 15 July 2009 and 2010, as this is the period during which recently weaned squirrel pups are most vulnerable to snake predation [17].

(b) Study animals

Using a combination of trap lines and active searching, we captured 22 adult rattlesnakes and surgically implanted temperature-sensitive radio transmitters (Holohil Systems, models AI-2T and SI-2T) coupled to iButton temperature loggers (Maxim, model DS1921G) coupled in Plasti Dip (Plasti Dip International, Blaine, MN, USA) using the methods of Reinert & Cundall [24] (details in electronic supplementary material, section S1a). Once a snake appeared to recover from a surgery, as evidence by frequent tongue-flicking, we released the snake at its capture location (always within 24 h of surgery). We began regularly tracking the movements and body temperatures of radio-tagged individuals once they began moving from their capture/release location and adopting ambush foraging postures. For this study, we report data from only those individual snakes that foraged primarily in microhabitats with resident ground squirrels (11 males and four females; total length range: 78.7–106.5 cm; weight range: 410–980 g).

(c) Natural observations

Once a rattlesnake began hunting in microhabitats with resident ground squirrels, we monitored its hunting behaviour using radio telemetry and portable video surveillance units (hereafter, PVSUs; details in electronic supplementary material, section S1b). Upon relocating a snake, we positioned PVSUs 1–2 m from it or the burrow entrance from which its radio signal was centred. In addition to monitoring snakes with PVSUs, we opportunistically positioned observers with digital camcorders (Sony Handycam) 5–15 m away to document aspects of snake and squirrel behaviour that occurred outside the PVSU camera frame (e.g. snakes interacting with squirrels as they moved to a new ambush site; details in electronic supplementary material, section S1c).

We monitored snake movements by checking their position with radio telemetry approximately every 1–2 h, or by direct observation. When snakes moved to new ambush sites, we repositioned PVSUs and continued our manned observations. To maximize our snake observation time, we quickly estimated short-distance movements (less than 50 m) to within 1 m by calibrating our strides to 1 m. We used a handheld GPS (Garmin Geko, ±6 m accuracy) to determine long-distance movements (more than 50 m).

(d) Strike behaviour

To examine whether tail-flagging influences rattlesnake strike behaviour, we examined PVSU recordings of squirrels coming within strike range of rattlesnakes. Squirrels were within strike range if they came within 31 cm (furthest strike distance observed from our recordings) of the 180° arc, extending from either side of a snake’s head to the front, while it was in ambush position. We classified snakes as being in an ambush position if they were coiled outside of a burrow or if their head was visible at a burrow entrance, as we observed predatory strikes from both of these positions. From these videos, we quantified: (i) squirrel age, (ii) whether the squirrel tail-flagged, (iii) the squirrel’s distance to snake, and (iv) if the snake struck. If the snake
struck, we recorded: (i) whether the squirrel attempted to dodge and (ii) the accuracy of the snake strike.

During our study period, adult squirrels are easily differentiated from recently weaned pups based on their body size, so we classified squirrel age as either adult or pup (details in electronic supplementary material, section S1d). We categorized squirrels as tail-flagging if they exhibited any side-to-side tail movement during an encounter [18]. We did not quantify tail-flagging more precisely because squirrels were often obscured by vegetation or their tail was partially outside the frame of the camera. We measured the distance to snake obscured by vegetation or their tail was partially outside the frame of the camera. We measured the distance to snake (±1 cm) as the tip of the snake's head to the closest point on the squirrel's body, either during the squirrel's closest approach when the snake did not strike, or the squirrel's distance immediately preceding a strike. We used the head of the snake as a reference for estimating distances [25] to the nearest centimetre in the program IMAGER [26] (details in electronic supplementary material, section S1e).

We categorized prey as dodging [27] if their post-strike trajectory of movement deviated from their pre-strike trajectory by greater than 45°. In other words, squirrels dodged if they made a sudden movement in a new direction after the snake started moving towards them during a strike, but before the head of the snake reached them.

We categorized snake strike accuracy as either accurate or not. To classify strike accuracy, we compared the vector of the strike movement to the space occupied by the head and body of the prey in the video frame immediately preceding strike initiation (i.e. the frame used to measure distance to snake, above). Strikes were classified as accurate if the strike trajectory passed through the space occupied by the prey upon strike initiation. This measurement enabled us to examine if tail-flagging is associated with decreased strike accuracy.

To test the hypothesis that tail-flagging deters snakes from striking, we used a logistic regression with penalized maximum-likelihood estimates in R (‘logist’ package in R; v. 2.13.0) [28–30]. Specifically, we examined whether snake strike behaviour (binary response variable) is a function of whether squirrels tail-flagged (binary explanatory variable) and included distance to snake, both as a covariate and interaction term, since it is a known determinant of snake strike success [27]. We included squirrel age as a covariate in the model, but since it was not significant (n = 15 adults and 11 pups, likelihood ratio = 1.49, 95% CI = -1.14–13.45, χ² = 1.12, p = 0.29), we eliminated this variable to preserve our sample size. This allowed us to retain three encounters in which we were unable to accurately classify the squirrel as a pup or adult. Although we recorded multiple strike events for some snakes (n = 10 snakes, median number per snake = 2, range = 1–7), we assumed that all strike events were independent samples because they all involved independent prey items under a unique set of circumstances (e.g. unique spatial and temporal location of prey). Finally, to explore the mechanisms by which tail-flagging influences snake strike behaviour, we used Fisher's exact tests to examine whether squirrel tail-flagging was associated with (i) squirrel dodging and (ii) snake strike accuracy.

(e) Ambush site behaviour

To examine the effect of tail-flagging on snake ambush behaviour, we used our PVSUs and manned observations to record the time until snakes abandoned an ambush site. We defined an ambush site as a 5 m radius extending from the snake's previous ambush position, which meant that snakes had to move continuously 5 m or more to abandon their ambush site. Five metres represent the maximum observed radius of a maternal female ground squirrel's core use area (i.e. the smallest area in which 50% of activity occurs) at our Camp Ohlone site (calculated from [31]). Thus, snakes moving 5 m or more were likely to enter a different squirrel's core use area. We only analysed ambush sites in which snakes had already established an ambush position prior to an observed squirrel encounter.

While hunting in squirrel microhabitats, snakes were active primarily during the day and spent the majority of nights underground in squirrel burrow systems. Within each ambush site, we recorded the time of each observed squirrel interaction. We defined an interaction as the squirrel repeatedly tail-flagging within 1 m of a visible snake. When possible, we identified the age of the interacting squirrel as either pup or adult. All documented interactions took place between 08.00 and 19.00 h; therefore, our calculation of time spent in ambush sites was limited to this snake–squirrel mutual activity period. We also recorded the time of each strike on any squirrel (both hits and misses).

We conducted a Cox proportional hazards regression (PHREG) analysis [32] to examine the effect of interactions on the time until snakes abandoned an ambush site. Cox PHREG is a survival analysis procedure that examines the effect of predictor variables on the time until events occur (details in electronic supplementary material, section S1f). We modelled the cumulative number of adult and pup interactions within an ambush site as time-dependent covariates. Additionally, since our data consist of multiple observations of the same snakes, we modelled snake ID as an indicator of correlated observations. We report the Wald test statistic which does not assume independence among correlated observations [33]. To examine the potential mechanisms influencing snake responses, we modelled the effect of these predictor variables on time until snakes struck squirrels within an ambush site. We also recorded whether any interactions escalated to physical harassment (i.e. throwing substrate or biting the snake) or could be classified as mobbing (more than one squirrel simultaneously displaying at the snake). We conducted all Cox PHREG analyses in R using the 'survival' package [33]. We tested the proportional hazards assumption of our Cox PHREG models and found that no variables significantly deviated from this assumption (all variables in both models: p > 0.05). All data for strike and ambush site behavioural analyses are available in the Dryad repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.v21bb.

3. RESULTS

(a) Strike behaviour

We recorded 29 instances (15 tail-flag and 14 no tail-flag events) of squirrels approaching within striking range of ambush foraging rattlesnakes. Sample video recordings from this study are publicly viewable at the Clark laboratory website (http://www.bio.sdsu.edu/pub/clark/Site2_Videos_Home.html). The majority of tail-flagging events we recorded (10/15) consisted of squirrels that appeared to unknowingly move within strike range, and upon becoming vigilant of the snake, stared towards it and began tail-flagging. The other five occasions came from squirrels that were already vigilant of the snake and re-approached to a closer distance (mean = 21 cm, s.d. = 7.2).

We found that the effect of tail-flagging on snake strike behaviour was strongly dependent on distance to snake...
(10 snakes, n = 29, likelihood ratio test on 3 d.f. = 21.9, p < 0.001; figure 1). Specifically, the probability of snakes striking at tail-flagging squirrels decreases with distance (tail-flagging–distance interaction, likelihood ratio = −0.36, 95% CI = −3.43 to −0.03, χ² = 4.69, p = 0.03). For example, at a distance of 13 cm from the snake, the probability of a snake striking a tail-flagging squirrel drops below 50 per cent. In contrast, the probability of snakes striking non-tail-flagging squirrels remains high within the snake’s strike range (figure 1). The strike deterrent effect of tail-flagging may be explained by the significant association between squirrel-tail-flagging prior to snake strikes and their attempts to dodge the strike (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.044; figure 2).

Specifically, 100 per cent (5/5) of tail-flagging squirrels attempted to dodge snake strikes, whereas only 42 per cent (5/12) of non-tail-flagging squirrels dodged, supporting a vigilance advertisement function of tail-flagging (one non-tail-flagging squirrel was dropped from analysis owing to ambiguity of dodge movement). Snakes only struck at tail-flagging squirrels at short distances (less than 12 cm), yet these squirrels still successfully dodged 80 per cent (4/5) of strikes. In contrast, non-tail-flagging squirrels (all distances considered) only successfully dodged 54 per cent (7/13) of strikes; however, this difference was not statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.596).

In contrast to expectations from the sensory confusion hypothesis, snake strikes were quite accurate; that is, they almost always passed through the area occupied by the squirrel’s body upon strike initiation. Accuracy did not depend on whether the squirrel tail-flagged (5/5 = 100% accuracy) or not (12/13 = 92% accuracy; Fisher’s exact test, p = 1.0).

(b) Ambush site behaviour

Our ambush site data come from 14 different snakes (11 males and three females) occupying 64 different ambush sites over 60.4 days (08.00–19.00 h) of near continuous observation (78% of 60.4 days). During this period, we documented 18 predatory strikes (10 hits and eight misses) and 45 interactions with ground squirrels (32 adult, 12 pup and one of unknown age interactions). The majority of our recorded interactions (30/45) consisted of squirrels approaching and tail-flagging towards sedentary, coiled snakes. During these interactions, all ambush foraging snakes remained virtually immobile (e.g. occasional head adjustments and tongue-flicking) until the squirrel left; ambush site abandonments never occurred in the presence of squirrels. Although squirrels invariably tail-flagged during interactions, less than 5 per cent (2/45) ever escalated to physical harassment. These two harassment interactions consisted of squirrels throwing substrate that contacted the snake; on neither of these two occasions did snakes exhibit an overt response (i.e. no hissing, defensive coiling, rattling or defensive striking). None of the observed interactions in this dataset consisted of more than one squirrel simultaneously confronting the snake.

The age of the signalling squirrel influenced snake decisions to abandon its ambush site (Wald test = 9.65, d.f. = 3, p = 0.022; figure 3a). Rattlesnakes were 1.6 times more likely to abandon ambush sites following each adult interaction (hazard ratio = 1.58, 95% CI = 1.00–2.48, z = 1.97, p = 0.049), whereas pup interactions had no statistically significant effect (hazard ratio = 2.40, 95% CI = 0.76–7.58, z = 1.49, p = 0.136). We found no interactive effect between pup and adult interactions on the probability of snake abandonment (hazard ratio = 0.81, 95% CI = 0.37–1.78, p = 0.594).

The age of the signalling squirrel also had consequences on the likelihood of snakes striking subsequent squirrels in the area (Wald test = 30.4, d.f. = 3, p < 0.001; figure 3b). With every pup interaction, rattlesnakes tended to be more likely to strike a squirrel within the ambush site, but not significantly so (hazard ratio = 2.61, 95% CI = 0.96–7.06, z = 1.89, p = 0.059). In contrast, adult squirrel interactions tended to decrease the likelihood of striking a future squirrel, but this was not a significant decrease (hazard ratio = 0.51, 95% CI = 0.11–2.39, z = −0.85, p = 0.394). There was also a trend for the interaction between pup and adult signalling to increase the probability of future snakes strikes (hazard ratio = 2.45, 95%
the likelihood under the null hypothesis.

We also recorded several instances of tail-flagging squirrels, which were already aware of the snake, approaching within strike range (but not typically closer than 21 cm). These closer approaches may enable squirrels to gain additional information regarding the species, size and exact posture of the snake (ambush or basking). Because venomous, non-venomous and non-predatory snakes of various sizes are common in their environment [16,34], such information would be useful in mounting a response appropriate to the nature of the threat. This information may be especially important for pups that are just learning to recognize snake predators [35].

In further support of a vigilance advertisement function, previous work in this system has found that over 90 per cent of tail flag displays occur when no snake is present [20,21]. When squirrels tail-flag outside the presence of an actual snake, they do so mostly while investigating microhabitats that snakes often use as ambush sites, such as thick vegetation and burrow entrances [20,21]. Given the frequency of these non-snake tail-flags, we think it is unlikely that this signal functions as a dishonest predator detection signal sensu Murp [11]; theoretical models predict that signalling systems can support only a low frequency of dishonesty before becoming unstable [36].

Another potential function of predator-deterrent signals is to confuse the sensory systems of the predator [37], or to deflect an attack to a less-vulnerable area of the body, such as a tail [14,15]. Ground squirrels increase the temperature of their tail when tail-flagging towards infrared-sensitive rattlesnakes [19]. However, we found that tail-flagging did not influence the accuracy of snake strikes, suggesting that sensory confusion is an unlikely mechanism by which tail-flagging deters snake strikes. One caveat of our analysis is that snakes only struck at tail-flagging squirrels at close range. Because snake strikes are inherently more accurate at close distances (closer prey present larger targets), our data provide only a limited test of the sensory confusion hypothesis. A more explicit test of this hypothesis would quantify snake strike accuracy in response to different tail temperatures of a tail-flagging squirrel, which future work will attempt to do with a biorobotic California ground squirrel [38].

There are aspects of squirrel signalling behaviour other than the tail flag that could confound our conclusions. For example, tail-flagging squirrels were usually oriented towards snakes in a stereotyped, elongate posture. Therefore, it is unclear if the pattern of strike deterrence we observed would hold for tail-flagging squirrels that are not oriented towards an actual snake, but are tail-flagging only because they are in rattlesnake microhabitat. Examining the interaction between tail-flagging, approach distance and squirrel orientation on rattlesnake strike behaviour will give further insight to the efficacy of tail-flagging in buffering squirrels from attack by undetected snakes. Although it may be unrealistic to experimentally manipulate these behaviours in free-ranging squirrels, future studies will be able to separate correlated aspects of the signal using a biorobotic squirrel [38].

4. DISCUSSION
(a) Strike behaviour
Rattlesnakes alter their strike behaviour in response to tail-flagging displays of squirrels. We found that the probability of ambush foraging rattlesnakes striking at tail-flagging squirrels significantly decreased with increasing distance from the snake, yet remained high at all distances for non-tail-flagging squirrels (figure 1). We also found that tail-flagging was associated with squirrel readiness to dodge a snake strike (figure 2). This pattern suggests that tail-flagging deters snakes from striking because tail-flags honestly advertise squirrel vigilance and readiness to avoid attacks. Although vigilance advertisement has been suggested as a mechanism by which prey signalling might deter predators [12,13], our study is the first to demonstrate that a vigilance advertisement signal actually deters attack from a free-ranging predator.

Most studies of predator-deterrent signals involving displays towards ambush predators focus on predator detection signals, whereby the prey signal notifies the predator it has been detected. However, our results show that initial tail-flagging is not always, or even usually, correlated with detection of the snake, per se. Squirrels advertising their detection of a snake could do so while staying outside of the snake’s limited strike range (31 cm). In our study, we frequently observed squirrels adopt alert postures and tail-flag within this effective strike range, where they are more vulnerable to predation [27], instead of immediately dodging away from the snake. This behaviour is more consistent with the hypothesis that these squirrels were unsure of the presence, identity or orientation of the snake, as snakes are usually well camouflaged either in burrow entrances or vegetation, with their body only partially visible. In this scenario, squirrels may tail-flag to advertise their vigilance to a potential strike, even if the snake remains undetected. We also recorded several instances of tail-flagging squirrels, which were already aware of the snake, approaching within strike range (but not typically closer than 21 cm). These closer approaches may enable squirrels to gain additional information regarding the species, size and exact posture of the snake (ambush or basking). Because venomous, non-venomous and non-predatory snakes of various sizes are common in their environment [16,34], such information would be useful in mounting a response appropriate to the nature of the threat. This information may be especially important for pups that are just learning to recognize snake predators [35].

In further support of a vigilance advertisement function, previous work in this system has found that over 90 per cent of tail flag displays occur when no snake is present [20,21]. When squirrels tail-flag outside the presence of an actual snake, they do so mostly while investigating microhabitats that snakes often use as ambush sites, such as thick vegetation and burrow entrances [20,21]. Given the frequency of these non-snake tail-flags, we think it is unlikely that this signal functions as a dishonest predator detection signal sensu Murp [11]; theoretical models predict that signalling systems can support only a low frequency of dishonesty before becoming unstable [36].

Another potential function of predator-deterrent signals is to confuse the sensory systems of the predator [37], or to deflect an attack to a less-vulnerable area of the body, such as a tail [14,15]. Ground squirrels increase the temperature of their tail when tail-flagging towards infrared-sensitive rattlesnakes [19]. However, we found that tail-flagging did not influence the accuracy of snake strikes, suggesting that sensory confusion is an unlikely mechanism by which tail-flagging deters snake strikes. One caveat of our analysis is that snakes only struck at tail-flagging squirrels at close range. Because snake strikes are inherently more accurate at close distances (closer prey present larger targets), our data provide only a limited test of the sensory confusion hypothesis. A more explicit test of this hypothesis would quantify snake strike accuracy in response to different tail temperatures of a tail-flagging squirrel, which future work will attempt to do with a biorobotic California ground squirrel [38].

(b) Ambush site behaviour
Whether rattlesnakes abandoned ambush sites in response to tail-flagging displays depended on the age of the
squirrel. After each adult display, the likelihood of a rattlesnake abandoning a site increased by a factor of 1.6 (figure 3a). We did not find a significant decrease in the probability of snakes ambushing a squirrel after each adult display (figure 3b), but this may be confounded by snakes being more likely to abandon ambush sites. In contrast, rattlesnakes were not more likely to abandon sites after being tail-flagged at by pups (figure 3a), and tended to experience an increase in their probability of ambushing squirrels if they remained at the site (figure 3b).

These different consequences of pup and adult signalling on ambush site selection behaviour of snakes are consistent with previous research in this system. Hersek & Owings [20] showed that even when no snake is present, adult squirrel tail-flagging elicits an increase in snake vigilance of nearby adults and pups. Furthermore, adult squirrels will return to check on snakes at previous interaction sites, and thus appear to be aware of the long durations and microhabitat features used by foraging rattlesnakes [17]. Combined with our results, snakes appear more likely to abandon ambush sites in response to prolonged adult tail-flagging because these displays may advertise to nearby squirrels that a snake has been detected, thereby reducing the profitability of the ambush site. In contrast, pup tail-flagging in the absence of rattlesnakes appears to have no effect on snake vigilance of nearby pups or adults, even though squirrels were more likely to remain in the general vicinity of a tail-flagging pup [21]. Given that squirrels pups are also a spatially clumped resource [39], this may explain why our snakes did not abandon ambush sites in response to pup signals (i.e. ambush site remains profitable). Although Hersek & Owings [20,21] focused on adult and pup signalling in the absence of rattlesnakes, our observations of snake behaviour match the predicted outcomes of their results in the context of direct encounters with snakes.

Physical harassment and mobbing of rattlesnakes by ground squirrels are commonly cited behaviours, but past studies typically elicit squirrel behaviours by staging encounters with caged or tethered rattlesnakes [16,17]. Our dataset on free-ranging rattlesnakes only contained two recordings of squirrels throwing substrate (dirt and rocks) that actually contacted snakes, and on neither occasion did snakes respond defensively or immediately leave its ambush site. Therefore, direct harassment and mobbing are not likely mechanisms influencing ambush site selection of free-ranging adult rattlesnakes. Anecdotally, we have observed squirrels escalate to more aggressive harassment of moving adult rattlesnakes (non-focal individuals) through direct physical attack and mobbing, but these events were rare (see also [22,23]).

The pattern we observed of a predator-deterrent signal influencing the ambush site selection behaviour of predators is not limited to this study [7,40,41]. However, in these studies [7,40,41], it is unclear whether predators abandon sites because the signalling prey has detected the predator, or because the signal is advertising the predator’s presence to the nearby prey. To evaluate the relative contribution of these two functions, future research should explicitly examine whether the benefits to the signaler rely primarily on the increased vigilance of other potential prey in the vicinity, or simply on the information that the signaler perceives the predator.

5. CONCLUSION

Although predator-deterrent signals are purportedly given by a variety of taxa (e.g. fish, lizards, birds and mammals), the dearth of studies incorporating predator responses has hindered our progress in understanding the specific functions and evolutionary dynamics of prey–predator communication. Ground squirrel tail-flagging appears to operate as a predator-deterrent signal through two distinct mechanisms. First, during the initial approach and investigation of a snake or snake habitat, tail-flagging signals the vigilance of the squirrel, communicating to any nearby rattlesnakes that attempts to strike the signaler will likely be futile. Second, the prolonged inspection and repeated tail-flagging by adult squirrels reveals the presence and location of the rattlesnake to other squirrels in the vicinity [20,21], which increases the probability of the rattlesnake leaving its ambush site. Our study serves as a demonstration that a single anti-predator signal, even when displayed frequently in the absence of a predator, can still influence predator behaviour through multiple mechanisms. Much is to be gained by future research that focuses on the mechanisms by which prey signals affect predator behaviours, and the consequences such interactions may have on the evolutionary dynamics of predator and prey interactions.

All methods adhered to were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at San Diego State University (APF 10-09-025C).
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